The world is now changing! Are you going to define these changes? A proposal:
Yes, when your democratic organization's assets are owned equally by all its members!
Here is a new approach named "Peer Owners": In different groups, people can create
and own the changes they want, by increasing the power of each individual in any
democratic organization, such that all the assets of the organization are owned equally by
all its members (making the organization's membership be tradable)!
Why? This is for never letting takeover by a sole (and bigger) entity and for long lasting
realizing the original cause of the organization, while making the people's commercial
power be bind with their political one in realizing their own cause. Activists using this way
can act "positive" for pulling the "center" to their side. At least one positive statement is
always able to be bridged to any negative one.
Here is an example (for bridging to “normal” center, we can be ALSO positive not only
anti nuclear energy): In different groups, the people of the city, could and should become
peer (equal) owners of solar/wind-power-farms - This creates new market for
manufacturing wind-turbines/ solar-panels, and since many “small” owners are to be
concern, also some more massive pro green energy demonstration for reducing the green
costs, by e.g. bettering the connection to the grid etc.
Likewise, people can also be peer owners of their bank (by moving their deposits),
newsagent (by reading the news from the agencies they own), isp (using the Internet
Service Provider they own), publisher etc. Apropo publisher, are you an artist? Me too.
Yes, we are competitors, but shouldn't we be the ones who set the rules for such
competition? This is true also for developers, researchers and small businesses etc.
GovComCom (http://fwd4.me/05Su ): For breaking the infinite cycle of privatization
going to/from nationalization/bailout, list the people in the concern for the excuse of the
government to make these people peer
owners in the “supported” institutes.
Want to know more?
Search key words:
peer owners
site:
http://fb.me/peer.owners
This pdf:
http://fwd4.me/05Sq
daily online meeting: 20:00-21:00
chat:
irc://freenode/peer.owners
Workshop:
http://fwd4.me/01y0
Booklet/Manual: http://fwd4.me/zeH
Organizations: http://fwd4.me/01lz
print flyers:
http://fwd4.me/zyE
contact :
http://fwd4.me/zdw
Search also::
real democracy
in Berlin:
http://fwd4.me/05LG
Thanks... Providing endless accumulation of power is a root of evil!

Peacefully Changing Europa by
The "REAL!" thing on the Everywhere-and-Anytime-DEMO
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In WHOLE Europe A constant,, international and Peaceful Demo
for REAL democracy and Transparency.
The Ordinary people - No political parties!
“We are all concerned and
angry about the political,
economic, and social
outlook which we see
around us: corruption
among politicians,
businessmen, bankers,
leaving us helpless, without
a voice” - General manifest
More: http://fwd4.me/03s3
(Where is the next?)
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REAL! (wear it as a jewelry for
being publicly identified as
part of)
REAL Info
+
REAL People
+
REAL Acts
=
REAL DEMOCARCY =
This European revolution:
Europe for the people and not
for the market (of the
bankers)!

REA

People Are power! What are people doing?

http://fwd4.me/05LG

Spread this out: as jpg http://fwd4.me/03pW or pdf: http://fwd4.me/05TC

Ye ye Europe, but why to care in Germany, France or Switzerland?
Just because it is the German citizens who are now to pay to the German
banks the useless loans taken by the governments of Greece, Ireland,
Portugal, Spain, Italy etc!!!
So could you tell, why anyone, except of these bankers, should (force by
some “media empires” to) take another such loan for to pay to such bankers
the older loans + higher interest?
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A new Peaceful idea http://fwd4.me/05Sq - People can get organized as
peer owners: E.g. 1) For to benefit themselves while breaking the cycle
of privatization/nationalization, by listing the people to whom the
government claim to help and then making those people “peer owners”
over some parts in such “helped” institutes and 2) For to have their own
banks by moving their deposit to the banks they equally own.

In 6 points - Peer owners holding a “ComCom”(- standing for Common Company):
1. Based on a contract, any ComComized unit, being one of the 3: Scomcomized,
Icomcomized or Dcomcomized, guarantees equality between its peer members being its
owners, sitting at its top and owning equal share of it - like shareholders having equal
number of its shares.
2. Added together, all the peers own one portion of the unit, as the rest of the unit (if any)
is owned by ordinary (non-peer) owners and the ratio of the peers' portion is 'd' (as 'd'
times 100 is the percentage), where 'd' of Scomcomized unit is only once defined.
3. Each peer owner is either a person or a ComComized unit, where each ordinary owner
of Scomcom is either a person or a legal body.
4. Directly or indirectly, holding more than one position in it is forbidden.
5. The number of peers holding it must be agreed independently amongst themselves.
6. Buyers of its shares must agree with all the points establishing ComComized unit.
The full guidance for the agreements used for comcomizing units: http://fwd4.me/01kT
For organizers on http://fwd4.me/01lz
We are gathering many organizations, each (is to) answer these 4 questions:
A) The contact of at least one of the representatives of organization.
B) In what type of comcom the organization is organized
C) The number of its peer owners which already singed the comcomized contract?
D) The estimated value of the comcom per each year (say from 1 to next 10 years).
With these parameters, we (are to) go to programmers to implement our specification
(http://fwd4.me/05Sv ) and to investors.
A 2 hours workshop: http://fwd4.me/01xh
Name: Becoming Peer Owners.
Where and When: Available http://fwd4.me/zvS or Request http://fwd4.me/01xh
In plan: The first 1/2 hour is mandatory as the rest is optional, of which one or more
options can be your issues.
1) +- 1/2 hour: In 6 points, the basic for establishing the agreement between peer owners.
2) +- 1/2 hour: Using the agreement in the agreement of the association and then the
association to own the assets/properties of "normal" company, as the assets are licensed to
use in specific conditions, like appointing the desired employees.
3) +- 1/2 hour: About the intergeneration of commercial and political power of the people
being many, "small" and peer owners, while caring for their own individual interest. e.g.
Direction of use - Bettering social and environmental issues; Concrete use: Turning
"negative statements of activists" to "positive issues" for the "commercialized" center.
4) +- 1/2 hour : Conceptual and Operational issues. Such as: Why nuclear energy is the
most expansive, danger and dirty, in some "well sound" arguments for the "center"; The
decentralization of the comcomizing project, including my own goal and commitment.
For implementing all from mailing list services to stock market of units owned by peers:
Spread (print/send) this http://fwd4.me/05Sq , so that you could find your possible
workshop's participants, your partners as peer owners and/or if you are an organizer
register your organization for defining this new market for programmers and investors.

You are the owners and leaders - produce better than me and license your products.

